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universities in the self-same city would have implied a spirit
of fatalistic sociological tolerance that was alien to the liberals
of the 1840's. Nor was such a reduplication in accordance with
the contemporary idea of a university. When Lord John
Russell established a new degree-conferring university by
royal charter in 1836, he had only to out-Oxford Oxford:
London University, like Oxford, was to be an examining and
not a teaching body. The only difference was that it was free
to examine candidates from affiliated colleges of any religious
denomination in any part of the world: twenty years later it
even examined them simply as individuals, regardless of
whether they belonged to a college or not. And the examination
was strictly confined to secular subjects, like the .instruction
given at the Gower Street college; for secularism was the
nineteenth century's H.C.F., much as deism had been that of
the English eighteenth century.
The older universities still had one advantage over their
government-created rival, and that was their residential
colleges, where undergraduates could live in vitalizing contact
with one another and with their tutors. This was out-weighed,
however, by a double disadvantage. Oxford's scale of values
left little room for any science other than what Thomas Arnold
called * the great science of the nature of civilized man/ except
perhaps in the heaven of platonic ideas, where it culminated,
in Newman's idea of a university, in the re-enthronement of
theology as queen of the sciences. When Newman ruined the
Oxford movement by carrying romanticism to its logical con-
clusion in 1845, the natural sciences began to creep back into
the colleges where they had last flourished in the liberal days
when Protector Cromwell was chancellor. It was then that the
state in the person of Lord John Russell intervened as emanci-
pator. In 1850 he appointed royal commissioners on both
universities. Their reports were followed up by new legislation
which went far towards removing denominational intolerance
and transferring university government from archbishops
Whitgift and Laud to living dons. All that the state had to do
for the present was to let loose the forces of reform, and then

